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Psysoft Limited is committed to data protection and has revised our privacy statement to comply with
the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other applicable laws. This document
explains what personal information we hold, how we use and handle it and your rights to that
information.
Information we hold
We currently hold personal information in order to provide our services as contracted with you or your
employer. These services may include consultancy, training courses or the provision of products. This
information could include some or all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

identifying Information – first name, last name
contact Information – email address, phone number, postal address
professional Information – job title, qualifications held in psychometric tests
behavioural Information – psychometric test data
marketing & contact preferences – how clients like to be contacted and preferences for
marketing information and newsletters

Information we do not hold
Psysoft does not hold any bank account or credit card information - when payment for services is
made by credit or debit card, financial details are entered directly onto the PayPal secure online
payment system, whether payment is made online or by telephone. At no time is any financial
information stored by Psysoft, either on paper or electronically.
How we obtain the data
The personal data that we have is either provided to us by you or your employer. This may be when
you completed a form on our website, booked onto one of our training courses or requested another
service.
Why we hold this personal information
In some contexts, Psysoft acts as a data controller where we collect data from data subjects. An
example of this is the personal information we collect from people attending training courses or
workshops. In other contexts, Psysoft acts as a data processor, collecting and processing data on
behalf of our customer, the data controller. An example of this is when a client asks us to administer
psychometric tests as part of a recruitment project.
We may hold your data:
•
•
•
•
•

to fulfil a contract we have with our client
if you have given us your consent to do so
if we are legally required to do so
when it is necessary for our legitimate interest
in an anonymised format for research purposes

How we use your personal information
The information we hold will be used principally to deliver contracted services and products only for
the stated purpose and for no longer than necessary. In carrying out these services we may do one or
more of the following:
•
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we may use your details so that we can communicate with you by email or phone

•
•
•
•

we may generate psychometric test reports and provide them (confidentially) to an individual
attending a psychometric testing training course
we may generate psychometric test reports and provide them to an organisation who has
requested psychometric testing of individuals for recruitment or development purposes
we may use information collected on individuals within a team in order to provide a report on
the team as a whole, and to help with the team’s development and performance
we may use personal information (in an anonymised format) for our own internal research
purposes if agreed in our contract in order to produce relevant external norm groups so that
individuals, teams and organisations can compare themselves to others

Your personal information is held and processed in the UK. Your personal information may also be
held and processed in the EU. If your personal information is transferred outside of the EEA, we
ensure that this is agreed in our contract and that the level of protection provided is sufficient to meet
the requirements of the EU directive.
What we don’t do with your personal information
•
•
•
•

we do not use any automated decision-making systems relating to your personal data
we do not sell your data to any third party
we do not transfer your data to any parties other than sub-contractors agreed in our contract
and necessary for us to carry out our contracted service
we do not use your data for any purposes other than those agreed in our contract

How long do we keep your personal data?
The information we use to communicate with you will be kept until you notify us that you no longer
wish to receive information from us or you want us to delete your personal data.
Where a client (data controller) has requested we collect psychometric test data for their employee or
candidate, any personal data that we hold will be kept in line with their requirements, or if the data
controller has not communicated this with us we will hold the data for no longer than 3 months.
All psychometric testing data collected for training course delegates is deleted within 1 month of the
course attended.
What are your personal data rights?
Depending on the preferences indicated by you, we may use your personal data to contact you about
developments and offers and for customer feedback. You can request that your details are not to be
used for marketing purposes, that we provide you with a copy of the information we hold about you
and that we correct inaccuracies in your information.
If at any point you believe the personal information we hold on you is incorrect, you want us to correct
that information or you no longer want us to hold that information or contact you, you can exercise
your rights under the current data protection laws. These rights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the right to be informed
the right of access
the right to rectification
the right to erasure
the right to restrict processing
the right to data portability
the right to object
the right not to be subject to automated decision-making including profiling

For more information about your personal data rights please visit the Information Commissioner Office
website at: http://ico.org.uk
If you have an issue, question or complaint about the personal information that is held about you,
please contact us at query@psysoft.com or 01403 295000.

